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SoCo Competitions Supplement
There has been some delay in announcing this years competition because it is not that easy to find a club who can fit
a live judging evening into their programmes. As it happens the club who are going to judge for us only plan four
months ahead and ended up actually volunteering.
As you will be aware the Southern Counties Region is putting on the 2015 National IAC AGM in Bournemouth later in
this year. We use the Dolphin and Baby Dolphin competitions to decide the SoCo entry to the Mermaid and MiniMermaid competitions held at the AGM weekend. The rules say that these should be a light hearted productions
which means comedies. Laugh out loud comedies.

The Dolphin entry can run up to about eight minutes, but the Baby Dolphin must not exceed 1 minute all in.
Please don't enter two versions of the same film for both competitions. Decide which is the best and enter that for
the appropriate competition. We haven't said this year that the entries for these competitions must be made by an
individual IAC member. Some clubs now have one minute competitions or you might have a comedy you've made for
another short film competition like the Frome Five Minute Festival. There is no restriction on the number of entries
coming from one club and its members.
We've never won either of these competitions so please make a special effort.

Now this competition is not open to Clubs. That is to say
that films made by clubs are not eligible even though the
entry for this competition must be entered by an affiliated
IAC (SoCo) club.
Most clubs have a Film of the Year or Cup Winners Cup
and the winner of that competition is the one we want to
represent your club. If your club doesn't have such a
competition then get together and decide on a non club
film to represent your club. Only one entry per club.
I'm keen that you should use the subject heading for
emails concerning this competition as it makes them
easier to find. If you need to ring me up please note that I
will only answer proper phone numbers. If you have
masked your number please leave a message on my
answer machine (Of all the telephone numbers in all of
the world)
Closing date for all competitions is April 10th 2015 and my
email address is frome@philmar.demon.co.uk

